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The inQuence of pressure on lattice vibrations in two molecular crystals, the ring-molecule
elemental crystal orthorhombic sulfur and the layer-structure chalcogenide crystal As283, has
been measured by observations of their first-order Raman-scattering spectra at pressures to
10 kbar. Experimental results on the many Raman-active modes in each of these crystals
reveal that, in contrast to network crystals, the compx ession-induced shifts of the optical-
phonon frequencies in molecular crystals are strikingly inconsistent with the usual frequency-
volume GrQneisen scaling law. Far from being frequency independent, the mode-GrQneisen
parameter &» = (Av»/v») (-6V/V) varies strongly and systematically with mode frequency v»

over the optical-phonon spectrum, falling sharply from values of order 1 at low frequencies
to values of order 10 at high frequencies. &» is thus of "normal" size for external modes
but is "anomalously" small for internal modes. Although we must abandon v» - V"" (with p
independent of i) for molecular crystals, the idea of a basic vibrational scaling law can be
preserved in the form of the bond-stiffness —bond-le~gth relation k -r ". Here k is the force
constant, r the bond length, and p the bond-scaling parameter of order unity which is presumed
to apply to both intramolecular and intermolecular forces. By superimposing such a micro-
scopic k(r) scaling law on a very simple model for a molecular crystal, the overall aspects of
the observed behavior under pressure are well reproduced. This elementary analysis reveals,
in broad agreement with experiment, that the gross behavior of p» with v» is roughly p» - v»
and that the range of magnitudes spanned by the observed mode-GrGneisen parameters reflects
the range of force constants characterizing the solid.

I. INTRODUCTION

In comparison with the high level of detailed in-
sight which has now been achieved for the forces
which bind atoms together in covalent-network,
ionic, and metallic crystals, the current under-
standing of the forces which hold together molecu-
lar crystals is relatively meager. Experimental
probes of such forces are provided by spectroscop-
ic techniques (Raman scattering, neutron scatter-
ing, far-infrared absorption) applied to lattice-
dynamical studies of molecular solids, the low-
fretiuency rigid-molecule (ext:ernal) vibrations being
of special interest here since their frequencies
furnish a direct measure of the intermolecular
forces.

During the past few years, the technique of
pressure-Raman experimentation has been de-
veloped at several laboratories for investigating
the effect on lattice frequencies of hydrostatic
compression' and uniaxial stress. ' While opti-
cal-pressure effects have long been used in studies
of the electronic structure of solids, their applica-
tions to lattice vibrations are very recent and have
thus far been largely confined to the tetrahedrally
coordinated, covalently bonded, network semicon-
ductors of groups IV, m-V, a d II-m. Unia

.al
stress experiments are impractical for molecular
crystals, which are weak and easily crushed. Hy-
drostatic pressure, on the other hand, is an ideal-
ly suited external field to apply to such soft, high-
ly compressible, solids. At 10 kbar, a typical

upper pressure attainable with fluid-medium hy-
draulic systems having optical access to the sam-
ple, molecular crystals experience a volume com-
pression of 10/0 or more, compared to 1% for net-
work crystals like Ge. Thus hydrostatic pressure
provides a real opportunity to influence, and there-
by investigate, the intermolecular "bonding" in
molecular crystals.

This paper presents results of experiments on
the effect of hydrostatic pressure on the first-order
Raman-scattering spectra of two chalcogenide
molecular crystals: orthorhombic sulfur (Ss), a
ring-molecule crystal; and orpiment (ASKS~), a
layer crystal. Both crystals possess a large num-
ber of Raman-active zone-center optical phonons,
so that a large number of mode-frequency pressure
coefficients have been determined in this study. The
results allow a detailed test of the Gruneisen scal-
ing approximation

6v/v = y(- 6V/V),

where b,v/v is the fractional increase in the vibra-
tional frequency of a crystal mode caused by a
pressure-induced fractional volume decrease of
—6 V/ V. The experiments reported here reveal
that, for molecular crystals, this frequency-vol-
ume scaling relation breaks down and fails corn
PEetely to describe the observed behavior. Far
from being constant, the mode-Gruneisen param-
eter is strongly and systematically frequency de-
Pendent; gv) varies by two orders of magnitude
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as v is varied over the phonon spectrum. This be-
havior is a consequence of the coexistence of
strong intramolecular and weak intermolecular
forces, and should prove characteristic of molecu-
lar crystals in general.

The structures of crystalline S, and As&S, are
discussed in Sec. II, experimental aspects are
described in Sec. III, and the data are presented
in Sec. IV. The observations are discussed in
Sec. V in the context of some simple models and
a bond-stiffness-bond-length scaling law consis-
tent with the overall features of the experimental
results. Principal findings of this work are sum-
marized in Sec. VI.

II. STRUCTURE AND BONDING OF S8 AND As2S3

Molecular crystals are characterized by the co-
existence of strong and weak interatomic forces;
the strong forces bind together groups of atoms
into well-defined molecular units, while the weak
forces bind the molecules together to form the crys-
tal. The degree to which this rough division into
intramolecular and intermolecular "bonds" is valid
depends on the disparity between their strengths
(i.e. , on the molecularity of the crystal); we shall
accept its validity as a working assumption, pro-
viding support for it later in our discussion and
analysis of the experimental results.

In both crystals which engage our attention here,
the strong intramolecular bonding is covalent. The
molecular unit in rhombic sulfur, a classic ele-
mental molecular crystal, is an eight-membered
square-antiprism puckered ring in which each atom
is two fold coordinated. Two of the six 3s P va-
lence electrons of each sulfur atom enter into the
covalent bonds with the two nearest neighbors,
while the other four form two lone-pair orbitals
which protrude into the intermolecular regions.
The sulfur atoms in orpiment, As2S„are similar-
ly twofold coordinated, in this case to a pair of
nearest-neighbor arsenics. The arsenic atoms
are threefold coordinated, with the two leftover
valence electrons (As is 4s p ) forming a single
lone-pair orbital. This threefold As coordination
leads to the buildup of a two-dimensionally-ex-
tended, covalently connected network, producing
a layer crystal in which the molecular unit is
macroscopic in two dimensions. Noncoplanar and
complex in structure, the layer may be approxi-
mately regarded as a pseudosandwich with the sul-
fur atoms forming the outside "surfaces. " Thus
the layer-layer intermolecular coordination in
orpiment is primarily composed of sulfur-sulfur
contacts, a key point of similarity to crystalline
sulfur.

The crystal structures of rhombic sulfur' and of
orpiment ' are shown in Fig. 1. Both crystals are
complex and of low symmetry. In sulfur there are

(b)

(c)

FIG. 1. Crystal structure of orthorhombic sulfur (a)
and of orpiment (b) and (c). In (a) the sulfur structure
is shown in a view perpendicular to the mean plane of
half of the S8 rings. In (c) the As2S3 structure is shown
in a view looking at the layers edge on, while (b) shows
a broadside view of a single layer.

four Ss molecules per unit dwell, and the crystal
symmetry is Dz„(Fddd). Although, as an element-
al crystal, rhombic sulfur is among the chemically
simplest of molecular crystals, the packing pattens
of the molecules in this condensed phase is quite
intricate. The rings pack in staggered array to
form two sets of nearly perpendicular columns,
and these columns interweave each other log-cabin
style as indicated in the figure.

In a layer crystal such as orpiment, the molecu-
lar packing axis is of course the normal to the
layer mid-plane. With respect to translational
invariance, the layer packing in As&S3 is . . .
ababab. . . ; i. e. , two extended-layer molecules
intersect the crystal unit cell. (We will abbreviate
this statement by the phrase "two layers per unit
cell.") The crystal unit cell contains 20 atoms (10
atoms per layer unit cell), and the crystal sym-
metry is Cz„(P2&/n). With two layers per unit
cell, As&S3 is of the simPlest type of layer crystal
to exhibit optically-active rigid-layer Phonons.
This is relevant because such rigid-molecule modes
directly mirror the intermolecular forces, so that
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their behavior under pressure is of special inter-
est.

III. EXPERIMENTAL

Hydrostatic pressure was applied by means of
a liquid hydraulic system using a 10-kbar one-
stage hand pump of compact design due to Daniels. "
The sample was contained in a three-window opti-
cal pressure cell which has been described by
Brafman et al. ' The pressure pump and optical
bomb were connected by a now-standard method
using flexible stainless-steel tubing. ' The pres-
sure-transmitting fluid was Octoil-S, ' and the
pressure was monitored with a manganin gauge'
located in the pump. All of the high-pressure runs
reported here were taken at room temperature.

Raman-scattering radiation was excited by a
30-mW He-Ne laser and spectrally analyzed by
means of a Spex 1400 grating double monochromator
and FW130 photomultiplier using dc detection. Both
S, (optical bandgap E~ = 3.1 eV) and As,S, (E~
= 2. 7 e V) are transparent to He-Ne radiation (hvar,
= l. 96 e V) so that Raman emission could be ob-
served in a right-angle configuration with the inci-
dent beam propagating through the bulk of the crys-
tal. The laser beam entered the optical bomb along
the vertical and the scattered radiation was collect-
ed along a horizontal axis.

The sulfur sample was a 3X 3~8-mm bar which
was cut and polished from a large crystal grown

(in the laboratory of W. Spear at Dundee)" by slow

evaporation of a saturated solution in CS&. Natural

orpiment samples, about 1 mm thick with 5 x 5-mm

cleaved faces parallel to the layer planes, were
employed with the laser beam impinging, at nor-
malincidence, uponacleavedface, and with the col-
lected scattered radiation emerging from a nar-
row natural face oriented approximately 70' to the

layer plane.
All of the many (over a dozen for each crystal)

Raman lines investigated here were found to vary
smoothly and reversibly, in frequency, as a func-
tion of pressure. No hysteresis effects were en-
countered in these hydrostatic experiments.

IV. RESULTS

The low-frequency portion of the unpolarized
Raman spectrum of sulfur is shown in Fig. 2 under
normal conditions (T= 300 'K and P = 1 atm
= 0.00103 kbar = 0.0 kbar, henceforth referred to
as zero-pressure conditions) and at 8. 8 kbar. At

zero pressure our results agree well with those of
earlier studies. ' '" The lines displayed in Fig. 2

nearly all correspond to external modes (rigid-
molecule translations and rotations), and it is
these frequencies which are most sensitive to
pressure. All of the Raman lines of sulfur shift
to higher frequency with increasing pressure. For

1

8.8 kbar

0 kbar

FIG. 2. Low-frequency
portion of the sulfur Raman
spectrum at low and high
pressures. b, v is the scat-
tered photon s frequency
shift from the He-Ne laser
line at v& = 1.58 & 10 cm
the phonon-emission
(Ev&0) Stokes spectrum is
shown. Pressure-induced
shifts to higher phonon
frequency are indicated
for several of the lines.

the low-frequency lines the relative shift is very
large; for the lowest-lying line nv/v amounts to
some 40/g in 9 kbar (which means that the effective
force constant for this mode has doubled at this
pressure}.

Pressure-induced changes are most easily seen
in the group of three lines located in the central
part of Fig. 2. At zero pressure this trio consists
of an intense singlet at 43 cm ' and a just-resolved
doublet at 51, 54. 5 cm '. (Throughout this paper,
phonon frequency v will be expressed in units of
the wave-number equivalent v = v/c. ) The applica-
tion of pressure causes these lines to spread quick-
ly apart, with the doublet upshifting more rapidly
than the singlet and also splitting so as to become
very well resolved by 9 kbar. (This phenomenon

of pressure-induced separation of closely spaced
lines adds, in effect, a dimension of enhanced-
resolution spectroscopy to optical-pressure experi-
ments. ) The attenuated laser line shown on the
right-hand side of Fig. 2 indicates the spectral slit
width of about 2-3 cm ' full width at half-maximum.
At P=O the lowest-frequency line at 26. 5 cm ' and
the line at 83. 5 cm ' appear appreciably broader
than the instrument-limited laser line and the lines
near 50 cm '. At high pressure these lines reveal
fine structure in the form of definite shoulders.
While the 83-cm ' band is known to be a multiplet
from earlier high-resolution and low-temperature
work, ' these high-pressure data provide the first
observation of any structure associated with the
important 26-cm ' line.

The observed pressure variation v(P) of the
Raman-active eigenfrequencies of sulfur is shown
in Fig. 3. As seen in the right half of the figure,
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FIG. 3. Pressure dependence of Raman-active phonon

frequencies in rhombic sulfur. Solid circles correspond
to peak positions of strong or well-resolved Raman lines;
open circles correspond to weak lines or shoulders.
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P = 0, since reported high-resolution low-tempera-
ture spectra show no structure in the lowest Raman
line. " These very-low-frequency vibrations are
rigid-molecule modes and most probably corre-
spond to shear or rotational relative motions of
adjacent S~ rings. There is no question here of a
symmetry-induced degeneracy, since external
modes belong to the crystal symmetry and D»
symmetry is too low to call for such degeneracy.
Besides, hydrostatic pressure leaves symmetry
unaltered and so cannot lift a symmetry-induced
degeneracy. A plausible possibility for a nearly-
degenerate low-frequency doublet which splits
under pressure would be a pair of vibrations com-
posed of combinations of similar rigid-molecule
motions on the two translationally inequivalent sets
of columns (the stacks of S8 rings which comprise
the "logs" of the log-cabin analog for the sulfur
structure), if the coupling between these columns
is weak and easily enhanced by pressure.

For orpiment, as fu sulfur, our room-tempera-
ture zero-pressure spectra agree with earlier
data. Our results for the pressure dependence of
the first-order Raman frequencies of crystalline
As&S~ are presented in Fig. 4. Again it is the low-

frequency lines which are influenced most by crys-
tal compression, while the highest-frequency in-

the high-frequency modes upshift less rapidly with

pressure than the low-frequency modes. As men-

tioned above, new lines are seen at high pressure.
Besides the two cases near 26 and 88 cm ' (zero-
pressure v's are given, unless stated otherwise),
the lines at 152 and 249 cm ' reveal themselves as
doublets at high pressure. A weak line at 62 cm '

disappears with pressure as it is overtaken by the

strong 54-cm" line, while the new line which ap-
pears in the vicinity of 80 cm ' (v at P= 8 kbar,
the extrapolated zero-pressure v is 65 cm ') is
one whose intensity increases with pressure. All

of the other lines observed appear at all pressures.
Perhaps the most interesting new feature in the

high-pressure Raman spectrum of rhombic sulfur
is the shoulder appearing a few cm ' on the low-

frequency side of the (initially) lowest line at 26
cm '. Vfe will immediately and briefly dispose of
the discussion of this pressure-induced fine struc-
ture, since this aspect lies outside the main thrust
of the discussion to follow. The low-frequency
satellite of the 26-cm line is only tracked over a
narrow range at the highest pressures shown in

Fig. 3, so that no extrapolation to zero pressure
is possible. It seems likely that the second mode
is virtually degenerate with the 26-cm mode at
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FIG. 4. Pressure dependence of Raman-active phonon
frequencies in orpiment.
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FIG. 5. Elementary vibrational models for molecular
crystals: (a) free molecule, (b) linear lattice with one
molecule per unit cell, (c) dimerized lattice with doubled
unit cell. Corresponding phonon dispersion curves are
displayed in the lower part of the figure.

ternal-mode (intralayer) lines are influenced least.
For As&83 two of the Raman-active intralayer fre-
quencies (293 and 326 cm } actually go down as
the pressure goes up. At high pressure the $54-
cm ' line reveals itself as a doublet. However the
splitting of the 356-cm ' line (known to be a trip-
let from recent low-temperature work' ' ) did not
increase enough with pressure to be exposed in
oux' medium-resolution experiments. In contrast
to sulfur, the lowest-frequency Raman line in
orpiment (25 cm ') develops no subsidiary struc-
ture as it moves (rapidly) under pressure. This
line, as will be discussed later, is produced by
a nondegenerate shear-type rigid-layer vibration.

The pressure coefficients garnered from the
slopes of the v (P) lines of Figs. 3 and 4 are listed
in Table I, along with the frequencies at P= 0. In
order to facilitate the discussion to come, the quan-
tity tabulated is the logarithmic derivative dlnv/dP
= (1/gv (dv/dP), expressed in units of 10~ kbar '
(i.e. , in percent per kbar).

V. DISCUSSION

A. Molecular crystals: External and internal modes

In order to have in mind a basic framework in
which to discuss our experimental results, we will
consider the simplest conceivable vibrational mod-
el of a molecular crystal as illustrated in Fig. 5.
This figure displays three one-dimensional spring
models and their corresponding vibrational spec-
tra {phonon dispersion curves). Figure 5(a) repre-
sents an isolated diatomic molecule (in a one-di-
mensional space) with atoms of mass m held to

their equilibrium separation by a spring of force
constant k&. The corresponding vibrational spec-
trum contains just two frequencies since there are
but two degrees of freedom: u = +0, where +0
= (2ko/m)'~ is the frequency of the stretching
mode; and w =0, the vanishing frequency of the
rigid-molecule free translation. In the model of
Fig. 5(b) many such molecules are loosely bound

together in a simple linear lattice (one molecule
per unit cell) of periodicity a, weakly coupled by
a set of soft intermolecular springs of force con-
stant k, (k, «kp). The frequency spectrum now

spreads out into two bands &o(q); the branches con-
tained in the right half of the Brillouin zone (0 & q
&m/a) are shown in the central part of the lower
half of Fig. 5. Thd coo stx'etch vibration of the free
molecule gives rise to a flat optical-phonon branch
spanning the narrow frequency range from &oo (at
the zone boundary) to coo+ h&u (at the zone center).
The co =0 free translation of the isolated molecule
gives birth to the acoustic branch of the crystal,
embracing low frequencies from 0 (at q =0) to &u,

(at q =m/a). With k, «ko the ratios of the character-
istic frequencies of this elementary molecular lat-
tice are given by

&z/&o = (ks/ko)

6(d/QPp = o (ky/kp) .

(2)

(3)

These relations illustrate the way in which both
the flatness of the intramolecular-mode optical-
phonon branch (b&u «&up} and the lowliness of the
rigid-molecule-mode acoustic-phonon branch {&u&

«&oo) depend upon the weakness of the intermolecu-
lar bonding (kz «kp). Considering a = (k&/kp)' as
a parameter of smallness in the weak-coupling
limit, (2) and (3) show that &o, is of first order in
& while 6& is of second order.

As a slight concession in the direction of the
complexity of real crystals, the next stage of com-
plication is introduced in Fig. 5(c) by doubling the
unit-cell size to include two molecules. This mini-
mal complexity is useful for making contact with
spectroscopy since the unit-cell doubling places
the coupling effects (or&, h&o) at the zone center
(where they must be in order to be accessible to
first-order Raman-scattering or far-infx'ared ex-
periments). In the model of Fig. 5(c) the pairing-
off (dimerization) is effected by letting alternate
intermolecular force constants adopt a value k&

slightly different from 0&. The phonon spectrum
is essentially similar to that of Fig. 5(b) but with
the original Brillouin zone folded back upon itself,
since a doubling in real space corresponds to a
halving in reciprocal space.

The main qualitative spectral features which ap-
pear when the intermolecular interaction is turned
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on can be seen by comparing the q =0 phonon spec-
trum of Fig. 5(c) with the noninteracting-molecule
spectrum of Fig. 5(a). In the crystal there appear
very-low-fretiuency rigid-molecule modes (&uq),

and Davydov-splitting fine structure (b,&u) is im-
posed on the intramolecular modes (+o). Both
types of spectral features can be used, via rela-
tions corresponding to (2) and (3), to estimate the
strength of the intermolecular forces. This has
been done in our earlier studies ' of As283, as
mill be discussed in Sec. V.

The distinction between intramolecular and rigid-
molecule (i.e. , between internal and external) vi-
brational modes is a useful concept and an excellent
approximation for most of the modes, but it be-
comes a bit blurred for very complex molecular
crystals in which the profusity of frequencies tends
to fill in the gap between the lowest of the (do's and
the highest of the ~j's. The D4„-symmetry Se mole-
cule possesses ll intramolecular eigenfrequencies
(7 of them Raman-active) spanning the range from
475 down to 85 cm '. With four molecules per unit
cell there are 21 (4&&6 —3) translational-librational
rigid-molecule q =0 optical modes (12 of them
Raman-active} crowded into the frequency regime
below about 65 cm '. Thus the internal/external
demarcation boundary in sulfux is at about 75cm

In orpiment there are more intr amolecular and
fewer intermolecular eigenfxequencies than in sul-
fur. In a layer crystal the external modes are
rigid-layers translations, and with two layers per
crystal unit cell there are three rigid-layer zone-
center optical phonons. (As~8, thus corresponds to
the layer-crystal analog of Fig. 5(c), the mini
mum-comP/exity situation for occurrence of q =0
rigid-molecule optical phonons. ) Because of the
low (C,'„) crystal symmetry, the three rigid-layer
eigenfxequencies are all nondegenerate and Raman-
active. Internal (intralayer) modes in a layer
crystal are determined by the layer unit cell and
the diperiodic space-group symmetry of the in-
dividual extended layer ' '; in As28& the layer
unit cell contains ten atoms and the layer (diperi-
odic} symmetry is C~„. All 27 intralayer vibra-
tions are nondegenerate and Raman active. Thex'e
are therefore 2V possible internal-mode Raman in
addition to the three external-mode Raman lines.
The intralayer eigenfrequencies extend from near-
ly 400 cm ' down to about 60-70 cm '. A recent
analysis' indicates that two of the rigid-layer
modes correspond to the 25- and 36-cm ' Raman
lines, but that the third is appreciably admixed
with an intralayer mode near 60 cm . Thus in
orpiment the internal/external demarcation frontier
occurs in a frequency xegion similar to that ob-
tained in sulfur, but in As2S3 it appears that this
no-mans-land in frequency space is populated by
a few vibrations quite mixed in character.

8. Effect of pressure: Phenomenological scaling and the
Gruneisen approximation

Application of external pressure to a lattice held
together by perfect springs would compress the
crystal volume but leave all phonon frequencies
unaltered, since the force constants holding the
atoms to their new (more closely spaced) equilib-
rium positions mould be the same as before. In
actual crystals, of course, vibrational eigenfre-
guencies do change under pressure (e.g. , Figs.
2-4), almost always increasing with compression
because interatomic and intermolecular bonds
stiffen as they shorten. A convenient way of ex-
pressing this anharmonicity effect on a given mode
frequency is in terms of a dimensionless quantity
directly related to the observed pressure coeffi-
cient:

V dv& dlnv; 1 dlnP;
v& dV din V I(,

' dP

y& is the mode-Gruneisen parameter for phonon i,
Vthe crystal volume, P the pressure, and I(; the
compressibility. Weighted averages (over i) of
y; enter into theories of the thermal expansion and
the equation of state of solids. For example, in
order to construct a simple theory of thex'mal ex-
pansion, Gruneisen assumed all of the y& to
be equal. In this approximation the coef-
fi.cient of thermal expansion a is given by yl(;e„,
directly proportional to the Gruneisen constant
(as well as to the compressibility and the specific
heat at constant volume).

For three-dimensional-network crystals such as
Ge and NaC1 (each atom connected to every other
by paths of strong interatomic interactions) the
Gruneisen approximation is a useful idea of rea-
sonable validity. Optical phonons in the germani-
um-family covalently bonded group-IV and group-
III-V semiconductors exhibit Gruneisen y's close
to unity. "' In the II-VI semiconductors the
pressure dependence of optical-phonon frequencies
typically correspond to a. y& of about 2, while in
the alkali halides y, is about 3. (Correlation be-
tween y; and ionicity has been pointed out by Mitra
and Brafman. ' ) In most of these simple non-
molecular crystals the unit cell is small and sym-
metric so that only a single q = 0 optical phonon
can be followed in a pressure-Raman or pressure-
infrared experiment. An interesting exception is
TlI, an ionic crystal with a somewhat more com-
plex structure for which five Raman-active phonons
have been tracked with pressure. '

y; is approxi-
mately the same for all five modes (y& = 3, which
is also the value of n/vc„ for this crystal).

From prior experience then (largely confined,
as briefly synopsized above, to network crystals),
it might have been supposed that the numerous
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optically accessible phonon frequencies of S, and

As&83 would exhibit stress-induced shifts cor-
responding to y's of order unity. Thus dv/dP
would be expected to be proportional to v. That
this is not the case. and by a wide margin, is
evident in a, glance at Figs. 3 and 4. Not only is
the pressure coefficient dv/dP not proportional to
v, but it actually decreases with increasing fre-
quencyf

The experimental results for the rates of change
of frequency with pressure have been given in
Table I in the form of the fractional change per
increment of pressure, din v/dP, in units of per-
cent per kbar or 10 kbar '=10 bar '. To con-
vert, via (4), this logarithmic pressure coefficient
(of frequency) to y, a, volume coefficient, requires
the compressibility ~. For both S,"and As2S3"
it happens that ~ is close to 1.0&&10 ' bar ', so
that the corresponding y s are approximated by
the numerical values listed in the table.

While the pronounced inconstancy of y; is ob-
vious from Table I, the clearest demonstration
of this is in a plot of y; vs P;, a representation of
the data which should yield a horizontal line in
the Gruneisen approximation. Such a plot (in log-
log form) has been constructed in Fig. 6. Each
point in this figure corresponds to a Raman-active
zone-center phonon in sulfur or in arsenic sulfide,
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TABLE I. Logarithmic pressure coefficients~ of Ra-
man-active phonons in Ss and As2S3.

FIG. 6. Correlation between mode-Gruneisen param-
eter and phonon frequency for the molecular crystals sul-
fur and orpiment.

V]
(cm-')

26. 5
43
51
54. 5
62
65c
83. 5
89

152
215
220
249
438
474

Sulfur
(1/v)) (d v;/dP)

(1P-2 kbar-~)

4. 5
2. 0
2. 5

3.1
1.7
2. 8
1.05
1.26
0.43
0. 15
0. 23
0. 08
0. 10
0. 067

V)

(cm-')

25
36
62
69

107
136
154
202
292
310
326
357
383

Orpiment
(1/V,.) (av, /~)

(10-~ kbar-')

3.6
2. 0
0. 80
1.6
0. 46
0. 54
0. 55
0. 16

—0. 13
0. 034

—0. 14
0. 027
0. 044

~Estimated experimental errors for the observed values
of din ~&/dP are about 5% for the pressure coefficients
of the Raman frequencies below 60 (70) cm ' for S8
(As2S3), about 15% for the coefficients of the frequencies
above 150 (300) cm for S8 (As2S3), and about 10% for the
rest of the lines listed.

~The zero-pressure Raman frequencies listed are ac-
curate to +1 cm ~.

This is the extrapolated P =0 frequency for a line seen
only at high pressure.

with the horizontal coordinate fixed by the zero-
pressure value of frequency and the vertical co-
ordinate fixed by the logarithmic pressure coef-
ficient of the frequency as observed in our pres-
sure experiments. (The two negative coefficients
seen in As,S, are omitted from the figure. ) y, as
well a.s (1/v) (d v/dP), labels the vertical scale in
Fig. 6.

Far from being frequency independent, y(v)
varies sharply —by two orders of magnitude —over
the frequency spectrum. Moreover this variation
is very systematic, with y decreasing with increas-
ing v. Only at the smallest v's is y of order 1;
y is much less than unity at large v. We believe
that such a strongly-frequency-dependent mode-
Griineisen parameter, with y plummeting as a
function of v, will prove to be a, general property
of molecular crystals. A simple argument for
this will now be discussed, in the context of the
rudimentary molecular-crystal model of Fig. 5.

The Griineisen approximation, in which Eq. (l)
is taken to apply to all of the vibrational frequen-
cies (y; = y, independent of i), amounts to a phenom-
enological scaling law connecting phonon frequency
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with crystal volume:

P= (const. ) x V ". (5)

This in turn implies that the force constants scale
with volume as

k=(const. )x V '". (6)

The empirical power-law form of (7) for k(r)
has been induced, via (5), from situations domi-
nated by a single bond type. In such solids the
bonds opposing pressure-induced volume compres-
sion are necessarily the same as those providing
the restoring forces for the crystal eigenvibrations.
This is not so when bonds of disparate strengths
are present, and we have seen that (5) doesn' t
work (i.e. , no single value of y even approximate-
ly fits P, vs V) in molecular solids. Let us sup-
pose, however, that each bond type j individually
obeys a sealing law k&(r;) of the form of (7), and
that each such bond-strength-bond-length relation
has the same y of order unity. We then find that
this assumption leads to P~(V) scaling consistent
with the observations of Fig. 6.

To see this we consider the basic model of Fig.
5(o). The differential statements of (7) for the
intramolecular (kp) and intermolecular (k,) force
constants are given by

kkp/kp l56tgrp/$Q 6rpka/a

hkg/kg ———6yb wg/rg = —6yg 4a/a.

(8a)

(8b)

The quantities yp and y& defined by (8) specify the
connections between the bond stiffnesses and the
overall macroscoPic strain ha/a (a= rp+ r, ), so
that it is these y's (and not the microscopic scal-
ing parameter y) which correspond to the observed
mode-Gruneisen parameters of Eq. (4). Thus al-
though it has been taken that the same scaling ex-
ponent (—6y) appears in both kp(r&&) and k&(r, ), the
upshot will be very different exponents for the ex-
perimentally accessible functions k,(a) and k, (a).
This difference follows directly from the disparity

While approximation (5) attains some success for
three-dimensional-network crystals held together
by a single type of bond, we have seen that it fails
dramatically for crystals in which there coexist
several types of bonds of widely disparate strengths.

Although the uniform spectral expansion of (5)
does not accompany the spatial compression of a
molecular crystal, we may adapt the more general
force-constant scaling of (6) to address a situation
characterized by both strong and weak bonds. Un-
derlying the latter scaling law is the dependence of
force constant A upon bond length r. The bond-
stiff ness-bond-stra, in relation corresponding to
(6) is

k=(const. )x r '".

The approximate expressions on the right-hand
side of (9) invoke k&«kp. The second term in

each of these expressions depends on geometry;
if we assume, for concreteness, comparable intra-
moleeular and intermolecular volumes (rp= r, in

this one-dimensional case), we arrive at the fol-
lowing crude but instructive results:

yp = (ki/kp) 2y, (10a)

(10b)

While the rigid-molecule mode +, exhibits a
mode-Gruneisen parameter y& which is of the
same order as y (somewhat larger, in fact, owing

to the geometrical factor which is the ratio of the
total volume to the intermolecular volume) and is
thus of order 1 and of "normal" size, the internal
mode (do yields a value yo which is depressed by
the intermolecular-intramolecular force-constant
ratio and is therefore "anomalously" small. These
qualitative conclusions are preserved in the analy. -
sis of analogous three-dimensional models in which
the intramolecular and intermolecular volumes are
comparable and their corresponding compressibili-
ties are sp and s, = (kQ/k, )sp. With these approxi-
mations valid the three-dimensional results for y&

are identical to (10).
A sketch of the implications of this discussion is

of the bond stiffnesses: The intermolecular volume
(- r, in the one-dimensional model) is clearly much
more compressible than the intramolecular volume

( ~p).
We will refer to y, the bond-stiffness-bond-

length sealing parameter of (7} (which has been pre-
sumed to apply to both intramolecular and inter-
molecular bonds), as the bond-scaling parameter.
This quantity, of more basic significance than the
observed frequency-volume mode-Gruneisen param-
eters y&, will henceforth be distinguished from the
latter by the absence of the optical-phonon sub-
script i. This distinction is unimportant for net-
work crystals since y&

= y. But for molecular crys-
tals the distinction is essential because for these
solids y& is largely decoupled from y and can take
on values as much as two orders of magnitude dif-
ferent. The point is that even with the enormous
variability of the measured values of mode-Gru-
neisen parameters, as seen in Fig. 6, the bond-
scaling parameter allows us to preserve for molec-
ular solids, the notion of a vibrational scahng lasu-
"constant" of order unity.

Following (8), the mode-Griineisen y's for
modes (do and +& of the linear molecular lattice
are simply evaluated in terms of the bond-scaling z:

yp r(1 + +1/rp) (1+ kp/k1) '= r(1 + rg/+Q} (kg/kp),

(9a)
y, = y(1+ rp/r&) (1+ks/kp) = r(1+ ~p/~i) (9b)
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FIG. 7. Bond-scaling results for pressure effects on

q = 0 optical phonons in the model of Fig. 5(c).

shown in Fig. 7, in which y&(v&) is indicated for
each of the three zone-center optical phonons of
Fig. 5(c). The y s for ~0 and ru, are based on

(10) with y set equal to 1, and y~ for the upper
optical phonon at &0+ 6& is obtained by similar
arguments. y&(ufo+ b,co) exceeds y, (&uo) because
compression not only lifts the optical-phonon band
but also spreads the band by increasing the inter-
molecular-interaction Davydov splitting 6&.

C. Hierarchy of forces

The Iudimentary treatment given above implies,
via expressions (10}and Fig. 7, a wide range of
frequency-volume mode-Gruneisen parameters
extending from y; -1 for external modes down to
y&

- k, /ko for internal modes. The observed yq(P, )'s
of Fig. 6 do indeed clearly exhibit a steep falloff
between low and high frequencies, in broad agree-
ment with the simple analysis. This decline is
quite systematic and proceeds continuously without

any clear discrete transition from an intermolecu-
lar to an intramolecular regime.

The absence of any definite marker in y~(P;)
must originate from the same reasons as those
underlying the absence of any appreciable frequen-
cy gap separating external and internal modes in
the overall q =0 vibrational spectrum of both sulfur
and orpiment. Even if we were to cling to the over-
simplified idea of just two characteristic force
constants as in Fig. 5, the geometrical complexity
and spectral richness of these crystals would al-
low intermediate frequencies between v& and vo

and intermediate mode-Gruneisen y&'s between y,
and &0 to be fairly densely filled in by the many
possible admixtures of ko and k,. Of course, even
in a simple valence force picture of the solid there
are force constants in addition to the two principal
bond-stretching ones for strong and weak bonds.
Thus the covalently bonded molecular units in Ss
and As2S, feature bond-bending force constants
ko which, in appropriate units, are intermediate
between ko and k, (though closer to the former).
Likewise there are intermolecular shear or bond-
bending forces (such as, fitted' QBQ, those respon-
sible for providing the very weak restoring forces
for the shear-type rigid-layer vibrations in graph-
ite} which can be parameterized by corresponding
quantities ki The hierarchy of forces can be ex-
pressed as ko& ko & kg & kg.

In the spirit, adopted throughout this paper, of
developing a simplified viewpoint to deal with the
overall behavior, we shall attack the above com-
plications by attaching, to each mode i, an ef-
fective force constant k~ produced by the interplay
of the various forces. Over the vibrational spec-
trum we can expect k& to run the gamut from k', to
ko. For AsaS, the analysis' of rigid-layer and
intralayer phonon frequencies yieMs k', /k0=0. 017,
so that k; possesses a scope of nearly two orders
of magnitude. Since P, -k,'~' and since, from (10),
y&

- k&', the optical-phonon frequencies should span
a factor of about 10 while the mode-Graneisen con-
stants span, with opposite sense, a factor of about
100. This is just the observed behavior of Fig. 6.
Moreover, eliminating k& from these relations
yields a rough guide for the y~(P&) correlation be-
tween mode-Gruneisen parameter and mode fre-
quency in a molecular crystal:

Though crude, (11) is quite consistent with the
gross behavior exhibited in Fig. 6 and therefore
appears to be a useful approximation for the con-
nection between the vibrational frequency and its
observed sensitivity to changes in volume.

D, Scaling of bond stiffnesses

%e have now seen, by means of the good corre-
lation between (10) and (11)on the one hand with
the pressure-Raman data of Fig. 6 on the other,
that the bond-strength-bond-length power-law scal-
ing of (7), with a bond-scaling y close to unity,
successfully describes the situation for the two
molecular crystals investigated here. Thus al-
though we are forced to abandon, for molecular
solids, the usual frequency-volume form of the
Griineisen approximation as stated in (5), we can
yet retain the deeper and more general expression
of this idea which is embodied in the stiffness-
strain relation k- ~ '"-z-'.
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TABLE II. Interlayer-to-intralayer force-constant
ratios in several layer crystals.

C rystal

As283
As2Se3

GaSe
MoS2
Qraphite

l. 55
l. 51
1.6
1.5
2. 36

k (/k(

0. 06
0. 07

0.07
0. 038
0.010

n (if k&=cr&")

6.4
6. 5

5.6
8. 1
5.4

aThese data are taken from the systematic analysis of
rigid-layer and intralayer vibrational frequencies carried
out in Ref. 10.

Although it fails badly overall, the p- V form
does describe the behavior of a few intermolecular
modes. Actually for the lowest-frequency modes
observed in sulfur and arsenic trisulfide, y& is
larger than 1 (= 4). One reason for this, already
discussed, is that the intermolecular volume ex-
periences a relative compression somewhat ex-
ceeding that of the total volume; this geometrical
consideration introduced the factor of 2 in expres-
sion (10b). There is an additional consideration
for the very lowest in frequency of the optical
modes. A y~ of order 1 corresponds to a situation
in which the bonds opposing the volume compres-
sion, i.e. , which determine ~, are the same as
those providing the vibrational restoring force (as
is the case for optical modes in network crystals).
Now while the volume contraction in a molecular
crystal under hydrostatic pressure is soaked up
mainly by compressed intermolecular bonds (k,),
the smallest P&'s primarily reflect intermolecular
shear forces (k(). The corresponding y~'s should
thus be enhanced by an additional factor k, /k,'.

Throughout this paper the length-strength re-
lationship of (7) has been applied separately to
each type of bond in order to describe the kz(r&)
scaling for that bond type, and this has been suf-
ficient for the discussion of our pressure experi-
ments. At this point we shall not resist the temp-
tation to point out the possibility of an analogous
relationship cutting across the lines which sepa-
rate intramolecular and intermolecular bonds. In
Table II we have listed values of ~,/ro (intermolecu-
lar-intramolecular closest separations) and k,/ko
deduced for As283 and several other layer crystals
from a recent analysis of the rigid-layer optical
phonons in these crystals. ' If we suppose that
k- r " can be naively applied to these data by
adopting not only the same exponent n but also the
same prefactor for both ko(ro) and k, (r,), we ob-
tain the values of n given in the last column of the
table. It is provocative that these values (obtained
by comparing different bond types) are not very
different from n=6, varying between 5 and 8;
this of course corresponds in (7) to a microscopic

bond-scaling parameter of y= 1, as required (for
each individual bond type) by the pressure results
It has previously been suggested' that the inter-
molecular interaction in As&SS contains an ap-
preciable admixture of weak covalent bonding
(rather than consisting predominantly of van der
Waals forces, as is usually uncritically assumed
for molecular crystals in the absence of better in-
formation), and the present results tend to support
this view.

E. Anhmrmonicity

Gruneisen parameters are inextricably con-
nected with anharmonicity effects, a point which
has not been explicitly emphasized here but which
calls for a brief comment. The degree to which
interatomic force constants depend upon strain is
precisely the degree to which the harmonic ap-
proximation for lattice dynamics fails to apply.
The clearest illustration of y as an anharmonicity-
induced response function is via a simple example.
Consider a simple-cubic network crystal with only
nearest-neighbor interactions represented by
atom-atom bonds of equilibrium length ro and of
potential energy pko'Po(kt/Yo) —ko 9'0(EY/1'0) .
Here gko and ko are, respectively, the quadratic
and cubic coefficients in the expansion of the po-
tential in powers of the bond stretch hr =r- ro.
For such a system it is easily shown that pressure
causes each phonon frequency to shift with volume
compression as hv/v = —y(3hz/rz), with the Grii-
neisen constant (identical in this case to the bond-
scaling parameter) given by y= k03'ro/k~. This
simple expression transparently exposes the pro-
portionality of y to higher-than-second derivatives
of the potential; general expressions have been
constructed by Ganesan et a/. for diamond-struc-
ture crystals.

Having pointed out the proportionality of y to
anharmonicity, a quick caveat is in order for the
intramolecular modes. It would of course be a
mistake to conclude from their miniscule y&'s that
in molecular crystals the internal vibrations ex-
perience remarkably little anharmonicity. The
relevant quantity here is not the observed y&, which
is tiny because the molecular volume is so incom-
pressible in comparison to the crystal volume, but
the bond-scaling y of (7), which is of normal size
for the internal modes just as it is for the external
modes. It is interesting to note that such normal"
anharmonicity, associated with the apparent uni-
versahty of y= 1, implies (from the identification
of y with ko" ro/ko) that anharmonic coefficients in
the expansion of the potential are typically of just
the magnitude which would allow the anharmonic
terms to overtake the harmonic terms in size at
the (unreachable) strain of about 100% (I b,r/mal =1).
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VI. SUMMARY

The effect of pressure on lattice vibrations in
two molecular crystals, the ring-molecule ele-
mental crystal orthorhombic sulfur and the layer-
structure chalcogenide crystal As2S3, has been
measured by observations of their first-order
Raman-scattering spectra at pressures to 10 kbar.
The experimental results on the many Raman-ac-
tive modes in these crystals, as shown in Figs.
2-4 and, especially, Fig. 6, reveal that (in con-
trast to network crystals) the compression-in-
duced shifts of the optical-phonon frequencies in
molecular crystals are strikingly inconsistent with
the usual frequency-volume Gruneisen scaling law.
Far from being frequency independent, the mode-
Griineisen parameter yq = (AP&/71;) (- 6 U/ V) varies
sharply and systematically with mode frequency v&

over the optical-phonon spectrum, falling steeply
from values of order 1 at low frequencies to val-
ues of order 10 at high frequencies. y; is thus
of "normal" size for external modes but is "anom-
alously" small for internal modes.

Although the approximate scaling relation v;
V " (with y= 1 for all i) must be abandoned for

molecular crystals, the notion of a vibrational
scaling law in the Gruneisen spirit can be pre-
served in the form of the more basic bond-stiff-
ness-bond-length scaling relation k - r '. Here
k is the force constant, r the bond length, and y

the bond-scaling parameter of order unity which
is presumed to apply to both intramolecular and
intermolecular forces. By superimposing such a
microscopic k(r) relation on a simple model of a
molecular crystal (Fig. 5), we have reproduced
[Eqs. (8)-(11), Fig. 7] the overall aspects of the
observed behavior under pressure. This elemen-
tary analysis reveals that the gross behavior of y&

with v& is roughly y;- v;, and that the range of
magnitudes spanned by the observed mode-Gru-
neisen parameters reflects the range of force con-
stants characterizing the solid. These broad fea-
tures, observed here for sulfur and orpiment,
should prove to be characteristic aspects of the
influence of pressure on the vibrational spectra
of all molecular crystals.
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